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Marathi Chavat Katha hindi sex stories Saraswati
Nagar: The girls' club, home to many

bootylicious beauties, springs up at 10am, and
VooJa gets a chance to sit with them and chat.
There are tables, chairs and a couple of stuffed
dolls. But the girls are not yet in play. The sun
does not show its face, and it is still gloomy in
the club. We sit with Peeps, a cute Naagi who

has come with her little brother. We stay on till
8:45 am, when the club is closed. VooJa is

stranded and does not know what to do. Aunty is
called up and comes to the club. She tells VooJa

to take a 'day off'. However the day had an
8:45am appointment. VooJa is definitely not

going to leave early because he has not seen
any hookers. But he needs to clean up his
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business. He is on the verge of slipping. Next we
see TaRaSs, one of our contestants from

'Sabhgam ke Hai'. She is our worst contestant.
We see her in a group of 10 contestants. She is
the only one who is not aware that we are all
naked. She thinks her clothes are hiding her

from the judge. She cannot tolerate nudity on
camera. She does not even look at VooJa and
Peeps. After her we see 3 contestants, Shruti,
Sadhna and Sandhya. These girls are the two

step sisters from Mumbai and Shruti is the
younger. Both the sisters come in a group of 9

contestants. During the interview they are
undecided whether to enter the contest or not.
But that makes them ideal candidates. We saw

these two in Mumbai while filming 'Mumbai
daliya'. The final introduction is Aarti, who is one

of our best contestants. She has come with a
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'chocolate' out with her. She gets the 'female
diva' award for her gorgeous body. Sandhya is

left without having a test shot. Aarti is to remain
in the contest. We take the girls to our girls' club
for the test shoot, since it is also owned by our
Mumbai wing. We introduce these girls to the

host and the girls ask the boys if they are here
to have sex with them. We tell the girls that the
boys are not allowed to have sex with them. The

girls do not agree and say that they
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